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About This Game

InCell is an action/racing game with a bit of strategy and science thrown into the mix in a rare and highly unusual microworld of
the carefully recreated human cell. This is the right project to start your acquaintance with VR or receive new VR impressions.

The game is focused on Virtual Reality but you can play just fine without a set.

Ready steady go!

Thanks to all robot-gods out there we will not take this journey alone - our humble (with a tiny control-everyone mania)
assistant is waiting for us (she is so sweet, isn’t she?). The Most Excellent Assistant Zero-Seven (she said that humans may
refer to her simply as ‘Your Highness’). So the player’s task is to impress TMEAR07 with experiment on volunteer to unlock
new healing technology for humanity. The problem is she doesn’t believe in that possibility because humans are simple and

illogical (and she is genius… as always).
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To cure our volunteer Mrs. Jane Smith and impress TMEAR07 players must select the right way through the objects
(organelles) to the cell’s nucleus and do their best in innovative radial racings between selected objects. Each object provides

unique abilities to improve racing params or to protect cell with different strategies.

How is it going inside the cell?

Getting closer to understanding cell structure and organelles functions (which are similar to the real functionality of the
organelles) players will improve their skills and will have a chance to impress completely suspicious The Most Excellent

Assistant Zero-Seven (who knows why is she so much aware of the other six Excellent Assistant Robots disassembling…).

One old and wise robot (he is still remember his 386 childhood) said that it’s a bad idea to make this kind of girl-robot sad…
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Features

Playable with VR (control the movement with your head only, or use keyboard and joystick).

Solve the riddle of TMEAR07, find out why doesn’t she believe in the humanity (may be it is just robot’s bad today or
some silicon stuff inside your PC makes she sad)?

With each new start the cell structure will be generated anew placing the organelles in different locations.

This game is a perfect opportunity to learn more about cell microstructure, different organelles and their roles in cell
vital activity.

Unlock harder difficulties where the true challenge awaits.

Hot keys
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Space - recenter camera position in VR mode

M - switch mirroring VR picture on monitor

Esc - pause and options menu

F5 - hide or show UI

F6 - hide or show bathyscaphe

F1 - graphics for recommended hardware

F2 - graphics for older hardware

F3 - decrease rotation speed (highly not recommended, only for experienced VR players)

F4 - increase rotation speed (highly not recommended, only for experienced VR players)

F7 - reset rotation speed to default

Known issues

VR on Linux is not yet implemented

If you are not using gamepad you may want to plug it off to switch game in mouse/keyboard control mode.

Other games by Luden.io

https://store.steampowered.com/app/619150/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/522220/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/588560/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/343740/
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seems like a cool game but on one half of the island i got constant 18 fps with my 1080ti.. Wife likes hidden object games and
so far seems to like it.. It tilts. Slightly. In-cab camera doesn't tilt, so you're keeping your head perfectly level while the train
tilts...

Other than that, it looks like an ICE-3, it sounds like an ICE-3, it operates like an ICE-3. If you already have the ICE-3, don't
bother with the ICE-T unless you're really keen on the subtle difference. If you don't have the ICE-3, you might as well get the
ICE-T. It has AFB and LZB.. This game almost ruined my life. I recommend it, but only to people who don't care about their
social life or welbeing.. Got all the achievments within 11 minutes.
10\/10. Don't buy this, it hasn't been updated for months with no sign of any activity going on what so ever.. Beautifully hand-
drawn style and a must own for fans of Hero Quest. An incredible tribute to a much loved game which oozes nostalgia. Becomes
quite strategic too after a few levels. I also enjoyed the first game (although much more basic).
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Really fun game, but old as well. Relentless on attacking you when it comes to the troop building part. So yes you can make
units and control a few variety. you also find yourself alone sometimes too with your hero in campaign. hit and run is a great
tactic.. snake in VR! love it. Simple but entrancing, just be careful not to trip or tangle your chord as you play. It's really cool
and interesting talking with people like in the 1920's. I don't know how accurate it is -but it's fun.
The game has charm but overall I can't really recommend it unless it's on a really good sale and you don't care about the
following cons:

First off to navigate the map you need to put your mouse to the edge of it and wait while it scrolls to the appropriate area.
This quickly gets tedious since it would be very easy to make the arrow keys or something scroll the map without you having to
mouse over everytime. It's a needlessly slow process.

The second con and the biggest is that the game is mostly luck based. You have stats you can increase but you will soon realize
that sometimes the only reason you lost - was because of luck. You can win with the worst stats and you can lose with the best.
The minigames themselves are a bit fun though.. This little arcade game will blow your mind. :))). Want to go back to the past?

This game, Bio Menace. Is a piece of history made with ID Software's Commander Keen Engine, licensed to Apogee Software,
and made somewhat single handedly by ONE FRICKIN' MAN!? (citation needed).

You take control of Snake Logan, yea most cliche-epic-soldier-name EVER!
With 3 episodes you are to save the world from the mutants created by a maniac, Cain.

The game itself is stylishly 8-bit and plays awesome and plays very good, and is enchanting.
Decent to discover secrets, and SUPER FRICKIN' DIFFICULT HARD MODE!
But if you are stuck, you can always cheat. Press down C - A - T on the keyboard at the same time, and you get full auto rifle
and 99 grenades to kick more♥♥♥♥♥♥

Have Fun!. Really enjoyed this game, it always added new abilities at the right time to keep it fresh. Visuals a nice, the music is
nice; just a nice relaxing game. Some nice puzzles as well with hidden collectables to keep an eye out for. I would easily
recommend.. Fun tabletop CCG! Plenty of stuff already in the game.. skirmish, campaign MP, etc.. Graphics and cards are well
done and the maps so far have been great! I look forward to creating my own maps and looking at what other people create. The
tactical battles take thought and strategy. Cannot wait to see where this game goes! The developer is very active and listens to
requests and has already released several patches.. Can you tell me what the game is? Survive? Craft? What's the plot or what?
Nothing! For what purpose is the game maker's game?
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